OVERVIEW

FULL RANGE OF SECURITY RISKS

Uncover security risks to your organization. Your

IntraSystems’ Security Checkup Assessment covers a full range

corporate network offers access to valuable and sensitive

of security risks:

information …information that must never fall into the
wrong hands. Can you be sure there aren’t any hidden
“surprises” threatening your most precious data assets? No

▪

employees such as:

stealthy malware, back doors, data leaks or other security

Proxy

vulnerabilities? Early exposure to hidden threats will enable

threatening your organization.

anonymizers,

P2P File Sharing applications,
File

Storage

applications,

malicious website, and MORE!

you to immediately address these risks and enhance
security. With IntraSystems, you can uncover security risks

High risk web applications and websites used by

▪

Analysis of malware threats including computer
infected with bots, viruses, and unknown malware

IntraSystems’ Security Checkup is an assessment

(zero day attacks and malware that cannot be detected

identifying security risks on your enterprise network. At the

by traditional anti-virus systems)

end of the assessment, we provide a comprehensive threat
analysis report. A security expert will go over this report

▪

organization – indicating possible attacks

with you, which includes all the security incidents detected
during the assessment and recommendations on how to
protect against these threats. Our experts will be your

▪

IntraSystems Security Report includes:
▪

Malware infected computers

▪

Access to high risk web applications and websites

▪

Exploited vulnerabilities and attacks on your
network

▪

Data leakage incidents

▪

Recommendations to protect your network from
these risks

Sensitive data sent outside the organization via emails
or the web

advisor, to help you address any security issues and make
your organization more secure.

Exploited vulnerability of servers and computers in the

▪

Bandwidth analysis identifying the top bandwidth
consuming applications and accessed websites to
understand who and what is hogging your network
bandwidth

ONSITE ASSESSMENT
As a best-in-class security partner with leading-edge
training and the most advanced skills in these areas, you
can count on us to receive the highest technical skill and
expertise available in the marketplace.

IntraSystems is a highly respected IT consulting company,

IntraSystems’ Security Experts will conduct an onsite
assessment that includes four main steps:
1.

ABOUT US
managed services provider, and systems integrator that
specializes in the deployment and delivery of IT infrastructure,
virtualization

IntraSystems Security Gateway

services,

security,

and

cloud

solutions.

IntraSystems has the proven expertise in solving the many
technology challenges that companies face today, such as

Setup – The security expert sets up

keeping up with the ever-evolving security landscape,

the IntraSystems Security Gateway

migrating to the cloud, and compliance requirements (i.e.

upon which the assessment will be

GDPR, HIPAA, etc.).

conducted.

IntraSystems delivers customer satisfaction through technical
competence, prominent partnerships, and professional integrity

ONSITE ASSESSMENT

2.

Inspect Network Traffic – The

of all employees. Because our specialized core knowledge and

device arrives onsite. Once plugged

experience is difficult to duplicate, we can offer customers a

into the organization’s network, it

trusted relationship with the highest level of personalized

begins to inspect network traffic. In

service in the industry. The IntraSystems team combines in-

order

house expertise and the highest level of business partnerships

to

ensure

inspection,

a

we

thorough
recommend

to allow your organization to get on with your core business.

monitoring traffic for at least a

We review your business priorities and your environment -

week. The longer the time period of

seeking the right combination of technical skills and technology

inspection, the better.

to suit your unique situation. Recommending, customizing, and
implementing IT configurations form the backbone of our key

3.

Results Analysis – After removing

strengths. Over the years, these services and our long-standing

the

device

IntraSystems’

the

network,

reputation of technological and business integrity have merited

security

expert

an impressive list of satisfied customers. Naturally, we take our

from

analyzes the results and generates
the Security Checkup report.

responsibility very seriously. It’s an approach that works well in
everyday situations — and it’s precisely what drives our success.

4. Findings Report – The security
expert will present the findings that
identify weak points in the network.
Then, they will go over what security
technologies and solutions may be
best for you to protect your network

LEARN MORE
Schedule your security checkup now! Visit our website at
www.intrasystems.com or contact our sales team at
sales@intrasystems.com.

against these threats.
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